
 

Once Upon a Time is an American fantasy drama television series that broadcast on ABC from October 23, 2011, to April 2,
2016. It was created by Edward Kitsis and Adam Horowitz as a spin-off of their 2007 series Lost. The show follows a young
woman named Cinderella who is forced to live with her wicked stepmother and two ugly stepsisters after she is omitted from
her parents' will and left in the woods. She later meets and falls in love with Prince Charming, who has been brought back to life
by Emma Swan before he dies again due to an unknown curse. In the real world, a small Maine town is plagued by the
appearance of magic. Henry, who believes in the curse after his book starts coming true, enlists Emma's help in order to find his
birth mother. As Emma investigates the alleged curse, she discovers that Regina Mills is responsible for Henry being left in the
woods. The second season sees a battle between The Evil Queen and a Dark Swan against a team led by Snow White and Prince
Charming while Henry Mills travels through time to save his missing adopted son from Rumplestiltskin while also attempting to
restore magic to Storybrooke. Its first season was split into two parts. Part 1 premiered on October 23, 2011, on ABC. It ended
on November 20 on ABC with a total of 16 episodes. It was announced on February 8, 2012 that Once Upon a Time had
received an order for 22 more episodes for the second season. The second season premiered on September 28, 2012 on ABC
with new episodes airing weekly until January 15, 2013. "Once Upon a Time in Wonderland" aired after the series finale in
April 2016. Upon its debut, the show was met with mixed reviews from critics. While some praised the series as fun and
whimsical, others described it as predictable and formulaic. The second season saw a vast improvement in reception as many
critics proclaimed it as a solid series, praising its balance between light and dark elements. The first season of "Once Upon a
Time" received mixed reviews from critics. At Metacritic, which assigns a normalized rating out of 100 within the industry to
reviews from mainstream critics, the first season has received a score of 58 based on 27 reviews. The review aggregator website
Rotten Tomatoes reported a 58% approval rating critical reviews with an average score of 6.4 out of 10, based on 22 reviews.
Mary McNamara from the "Los Angeles Times" praised the premise, "It's a nifty premise -- a small town filled with people
from classic fairy tales -- but it's also a lot of fun. The cast is appealing, and the character interactions have been sprightly."
However, she noted that the series was derivative of ABC's previous fantasy series "Lost". Robert Bianco from "USA Today"
criticized the overall premise and acting performances in general, saying that "...the program falls prey to many things that have
doomed other serial dramas. Once Upon A Time Complete Season 1 720p HDTV X264-DIMENSION
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